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The meditations of St. Ignatius or, The
"Spiritual Exercises" Expounded
The book re-evaluates the so-called autobiography of
Ignatius Loyola (ca. 1491-1556) against the
backgrounds of the spiritual geography of Luke's New
Testament writings and the culture of Renaissance
humanism. The analysis focuses on the language
Ignatius used when dictating the text, the events he
chose to include or exclude, and the cultures that
helped to shape his spiritual emphases.

A Pilgrim's Journey
?

Saint Ignatius Loyola
From the day Paul Mariani arrives at Eastern Point
Retreat House to take part in the five-hundred-yearold Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius, he realizes that
his expectations and assumptions about who he is,
what he knows, and what he believes are about to
change radically. In this profound memoir Mariani
blends a brief life of St. Ignatius and meditations on
the life of Jesus with the day-to-day unfolding of thirty
days of silence at the retreat house. His journey of
introspection, self-revelation, and spiritual renewal
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leads him to a new understanding of his relationship
with God and of what it truly means to put others
before oneself.

A Companion to Ignatius of Loyola
Reproduction of the original: The Autobiography of St.
Ignatius by Saint Ignatius Loyola

Father Ignatius in America
Ignatius of Loyola
The life of st. Ignatius of Loyola
Presents a biographical sketch of Spanish religious
Ignatius of Loyola (1491-1556). Notes that the
information about Saint Ignatius Loyola is part of the
"Catholic Encyclopedia," published online by New
Advent, Inc.

The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius
This volume includes Ignatius' (1491-1556) complete
Autobiography, complete Spiritual Exercises,
selections from the Constitution of the Society of
Jesus and some of Ignatius' nearly 7,000 letters.
Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

Inner Compass
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This volume places Loyola’s life, his writings, and
spirituality in a broader context of important late
medieval and early modern movements and
processes that have been appreciated too little by
historians who explored Ignatius more as the colossal
icon of the so-called Counterreformation than as a
man influenced by the dramatic and revolutionary
period in which he lived.

Ignatius of Loyola
St. Ignatius Loyola and the Early Jesuits
The spiritual exercises of st. Ignatius,
with meditations and prayers by L.
Siniscalchi, tr. by a Catholic clergyman
the life of st. ignatius of loyola
Fair Play for Brother Ignatius. A letter to
the Lord Bishop of London. Second
edition
A summary of a pictorial biography of St. Ignatius of
Loyola, originally pub. in German titled : Ignatius von
Loyola.

The Text and Contexts of Ignatius
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Loyola's "Autobiography"
The Testament of Ignatius Loyola
Lives of the Leaders of the Church
Universal, from Ignatius to the Present
Time
NOW AVAILABLE IN SPANISH AS La aventura
ignaciana! Third Place, Prayers & Spirituality category
ACP Excellence in Publishing Awards, 2012 There is
no better guide than St. Ignatius Loyola if one desires
to discover how faith and everyday life can thrive
together. In The Ignatian Adventure, Kevin O’Brien, SJ,
follows St. Ignatius’s lead and offers today’s timestrapped individual a unique way of “making” the
Spiritual Exercises in daily life. The first part of
O’Brien’s book provides helpful background
information, including a brief history of St. Ignatius,
an explanation of the Spiritual Exercises and their
purpose, and a description of different ways to make
the Exercises. The book’s core offers 32 weeks of
prayer and meditations to draw participants into a
deeper encounter with God. But what truly sets this
book apart from other 19th annotations is how
O’Brien has woven throughout the chapters his own
personal accounts of living out the Exercises in
everyday life. Through his deeply moving stories,
readers discover how the Exercises intersect with the
real world. The Ignatian Adventure is an ideal
resource for spiritual directors, but its user-friendly,
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down-to-earth style also makes it perfect for any
individual seeking a deeper life of prayer.

Thoughts of St. Ignatius Loyola for Every
Day of the Year
The Way to Manresa
The Epistles of St. Clement of Rome and
St. Ignatius of Antioch
10th Anniversary Edition Whatever path you’re on,
God is there to guide you . . . Anyone seeking to
deepen his or her relationship with God will greatly
benefit from Inner Compass, Margaret Silf’s dynamic
presentation of the profound insights of St. Ignatius of
Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises. While reflective, the work
exudes a congenial, practical outlook and a
thoroughly modern sensibility. As Silf points out, the
book “grew out of questions rather than certainty,
discovery rather than doctrine, the experience of
everyday living rather than academic study.” This
tenth-anniversary edition of the acclaimed Inner
Compass features a new introduction and personal
invitation to the reader, plus a significantly expanded
resource section. Devoted followers of Ignatian
spirituality and spiritual seekers alike will find that
wherever life has led them, Inner Compass offers
renewed direction and purpose and helps them
recognize the will of God within their own hearts.
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The Literary Magazine and British
Review
The Ignatian Adventure
Manresa: or The spiritual exercises of st.
Ignatius
Accompany Brendan McManus, on his “failed”
pilgrimage to Manresa as he learns how to reinterpret
the very human experience of failure from God’s
perspective.

The Autobiography of St. Ignatius
Ignatius Loyola and the Early Jesuits
St. Ignatius of Loyola
St. Ignatius Loyola is one of the great shapers of the
Catholic tradition. The Spanish soldier turned pilgrim
for Christ bequeathed not only an extraordinary
institutional legacy but also a distinctive spirituality
that today nourishes men and women looking for
ways to integrate faith and life. Informing Jesuit
education, ministry, and training in communities
around the world, Ignatian spirituality offers a
practical vision-of engaged, responsible, discerning
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men and women striving to find God in all things-that
resonates in this age of transition. Drawn from the
vast body of Ignatius's writings, these 365 maxims
help everyone reflect on the presence of God in daily
life. First complied by the Jesuit scholar Gabriel
Hevenesi in 1715 as Scintillae Ignatianae, these brief
thoughts, supplications, prayers, directions, and other
aphorisms were first published in an English
translation in 1928 but have been unavailable in book
form for many years.Organized into a daybook for
contemplation, Ignatius's words serve as personal
spiritual exercises. They touch on a range of topics,
from affirmations of God's presence and Christ's love
to practical advice for living a life of virtue in service
to others. In this accessible gathering, anyone
seeking a richer spiritual life will find words that
inspire, challenge, enlighten, and transform.FROM
THE BOOKA little holiness and great health of body
does more in the care of souls than great holiness and
little health.Never put off till tomorrow what you can
do today."The sharper you are at noticing other
people's failings, the more apt you will be to overlook
your own."Go and set the whole world on fire. This
wonderful habit of devotional calendars can only
change us for the better and often offer soothing
advice for each day of the year.

History of the Life and Institute of St.
Ignatius de Loyola, Founder of the
Society of Jesus
A Confederacy of Dunces
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The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius
Loyola
In A Journey with Jesus, spiritual director Larry Warner
guides us through the Spiritual Exercises of Saint
Ignatius, similar to the way he's been leading people
through them in person. Ignatius wanted to help
everyone, no matter what age or stage of life,
experience Jesus. Through prayers and Scripture
readings that largely focus on the life of Christ, the
Spiritual Exercises that have been so powerful and
growth-inducing for so many, including Warner, can
be a tool for transformation in you as well.

Ignatius Loyola
Journey with Jesus
Ignatius of Loyola
Ignatius of Loyola--knight and saint, mystic and
ascetic, founder of the Society of Jesus (the
Jesuits)--was one of the greatest figures in Western
Christianity. This book, written by a psychiatristpsychoanalyst who is also a Jesuit, is the first work to
look behind the events, accounts, and documents of
Ignatius' life and religious experience in order to enter
and understand his inner world. W. W. Meissner writes
compassionately about Ignatius' origins, early
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development, conversion, years of prayer and
penance, mystical teaching and career, and finally his
efforts to found and direct the Society of Jesus. Dr.
Meissner not only places Ignatius' life against the
background of the radical religious, social, and
political upheaval of the sixteenth century but goes
beyond this to explore the psychic and
psychodynamic inner processes that transformed the
man into the saint. Dr. Meissner discusses, for
example, Ignatius' ordeals of body and spirit during
his career as a soldier, his conversion experience, the
evolution of his personality after conversion, his
relationships with women, his lifelong struggles to
overcome his aggressive, narcissistic, and libidinal
impulses, and the psychology and pathology of his
mysticism. The complex personality of this great saint
and the profundity of his personal and spiritual
struggles bring into focus significant questions about
the complex interplay between human motivations
and needs on the one hand and religious experience
and spiritual motivation on the other. The book is not
only a biography of a much-revered figure of the
Roman Catholic Church but a unique contribution to
both psychoanalysis and religious history.

Ignatius of Loyola, Founder of the Jesuits
Thirty Days
Spiritual exercises according to the
method of saint Ignatius of Loyola, tr.
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from the Ital. version of A. Bresciani by
W. Hutch
Ignatius of Loyola
Unlike other biographers who have studied Ignatius of
Loyola, Father Tellechea lets the saint tell his own
story through autobiographical and spiritual writings,
correspondence, and his code of rules. Tellechea's
intention is not to intrude upon but to reconstruct the
age during which Ignatius lived and then to step back
and let Ignatius tell his own story.

Fifty Years in Yorkville; Or, Annals of the
Parish of St. Ignatius Loyola and St.
Lawrence O'Toole
Alone and on Foot
This book is a concise and faithful abridgement of
Solo y a pie (Alone and on Foot), the highly acclaimed
biography of St Ignatius, written in Spanish by Jose
Ignacio Tellechea Idigoras, a medieval scholar of
international standing. The English translation, by
Cornelius Michael Buckley SJ. was published by Loyola
Press. Chicago in 1994, entitled Ignatius of Loyola, the
Pilgrim Saint. Alone and on Foot is intended for the
busy reader rather than the leisurely scholar. It omits
many of the historical and psychological allusions that
enrich the original in favor of a sharply defined profile
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of Ignatius himself.

S. Ignatius. S. Polycarp
Saint Ignatius of Loyola was a man who saw above
and beyond his century, a man of vision and calm
hope, who could step comfortably into our era and the
Church of our time and show us how to draw closer to
Christ. Ignatius' autobiography spans eighteen very
important years of this saint's 65-year life…from his
wounding at Pamplona (1521) through his conversion,
his university studies and his journey to Rome in
order to place his followers and himself at the
disposal of the Pope. These critical years reveal the
incredible transformation and spiritual growth in the
soul of a great saint and the events that helped to
bring about that change in his life. This classic work
merits a long life. Apart from providing a splendid
translation of the saint's original text, Father Tylenda
has included an informative commentary which
enables the modern reader to grasp various allusions
in the text-and to gain a better view of a saintly man
baring his soul.

The Life of Father Ignatius
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